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Another nail-biting horror novella from the Queen of ScreamEveryone's nightmareWhen

five-year-old Winnie finds a little bird that is hurt, she wants to take it in and take care of it. Her

mother is reluctant. She is terrified of birds. As she rightfully should be... The Bird is a short story

from The Queen of Scream. A quick and scary read, as only Willow Rose can deliver it.Grab your

copy today.
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This book was very good. It gave you a feeling like you were there. It would have been better if it

told why the mother was so scared of birds. Also the reason that the birds why the birds acted this

way.I did like that she left it open for more stories to come.Willow Rose is one of my favorite

authors. Most books I know half way through what is going to happen. Will keeps you on your toes

until the very end.I have recommended her to may of my friends and family.Can't wait for more

books from her.



Normally I am a BIG fan of WILLOW ROSE, but I must admit that I was disappointed in this

particular story. The 'scare' factor that I have come to expect from this author was just not there as

the story seemed to end rather flatly and much too early I will continue to read MS. ROSE'S

enjoyable books but this one, for me, Just, simply, fell flat.

This is a quick read. I hadn't read anything by Willow Rose before but I had heard good things. The

book started off well but after a while I wanted to sit down and do a rewrite. The book seems to lose

its tighter pace and fall into writing ruts. The conclusion seemed like "oops I'm close to deadline" . I

will try some of her other stories to see if this was more of a one off.

Queen of scream... CheckI bought this book for a quick, fun read.. Big mistake!Couldn't sleep, and

didn't trust my my parrot (of 15 years) today.I hate reviews that regurgitate story lines, so, buy the

book, and turn the night lights waaaay up.

A creepy story about huge white birds . Winnie found a baby white bird with green eyes. She

thought her mother killed it with a broom but actually only hurt it. That is the start of a nightmare!!

Whether you like birds or not, this is an enjoyable read.

This book was a short read but that's what I was looking for at the time. Definitely not a book for

someone who is afraid of birds. This was a fast read that kept your attention. The only reason I'm

giving it 4 stars is because of the ending, just didn't sit well with me. It's not a big enough reason tho

not to read any more of her books.

Oh my gosh, what a thriller THE BIRD by Willow Rose was, not the book The Birds by Alfred

Hitchcock, but just as scary! I sure wouldn't like to live on that island! I thoroughly enjoy reading this

thriller and plan to read more books by Willow Rose!

As a very visual reader, this book had me intrigued from the very first page. While reading I could

see the birds, I could hear the birds....I could see the people and hear there screams. Excellent

read. Willow Rose is an extraordinary author.
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